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How to Use Demand360® 
This document is designed to help guide you through Demand360® based on how much time you have and highlight certain 
examples that may help you better utilize the data available to you.   

Introducing Demand360+
Access via the Electronic Marketing Center (EMC) or from your existing Demand360 – Quick View Dashboard.
From any tab on your Demand360 dashboard, click on the banner link to view the NEW Demand360+.    

The enhanced analysis dashboard simplifies the most used, core functionality of the ‘Scorecard’, ‘Pace’, and ‘Segment & 
Channel’ sections into a faster, interactive dashboard to analyze both Future & Historical Performance.   
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*See Appendix for a deeper dive with examples on the enhanced analysis dashboard

With 15 Minutes, here is what you should look at in Demand360 Quick 
View 

Starting with the Scorecard tab, you have the ability to identify opportunities looking across the next three months. You can 
then quickly identify months where you should focus as you are pacing behind the competitor set.  
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In many instances, the demand data is available before industry benchmark reporting is released, use the below tables from the 
Scorecard for further analysis. This is a great way to identify specific channels and segments where your competition won, and 
where you have opportunity to drive more business moving forward. Be sure to change the filter to the Historical view to see 
Most recent week information.   

With 30 Minutes, here is where you should spend your time 
With a little more time, you can dive deeper into Segment & Channel and Group for more refined analysis. If your hotel is group 
focused, or if you are affected by group hotels in your market, use the Group tab. The Group tab will help you understand 
compression to quote groups confidently.  
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See if your comp set has group on the books where you don’t. See future compression in the market and see how groups are picking up 
shoulder dates and how demand compression caused by group might help hotels drive higher transient ADR and longer LOS.  Encourage 
usage by your sales team to show need periods so they can focus on specific time periods to drive business.  

Take to view the Segment & Channel tab. Here you can understand mix of business by either segment or channel to find opportunities in 
higher rated segments and lower cost channels. This can be helpful to determine how your pricing is being received. You can measure retail 
performance vs. the comp set by channel across national corporate accounts.  Further, ask yourself if the tools at your disposal are driving 
local negotiated business?  

Use this report to determine if your OTA promotions are working. The cost of a direct bookings is less than a third-party booking. Consider 
where you are spending money and not seeing a return vs. what the other hotels are receiving. Did you lower retail rates and now see an 
increase in hotel direct bookings, but no change in OTA bookings or GDS bookings? Evaluate to ensure the channels are best being utilized for 
customer convenience.  
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Move to the Booking & Price tab.  The Lead Time view will help you recognize your customers’ booking patterns to react at the opportune 
time. Identify changes to your booking window and determine if you are taking advantage of a longer lead time.  Identify which lead times 
yield the maximum number of room nights as there may be an ADR opportunity.  

 

 
Booking & Price tab – Change time span options to broaden the date range for this tab, and really understand where you stand 
vs. the competition.  
_ You can filter by segment or channel to change strategy for lead time to ensure you leave rooms for the last-minute Retail 
Business.  
_ Look at LOS and see if there is opportunity to change pricing to acquire guests who stay for longer periods of time  
_ Look at pricing patterns for group to see if your floor is too low. Is the comp-set getting higher rated group?  
 
Scroll down to the bottom of the Booking and Price tab page to view the Room Nights by Price Range (Price Patterns) table 
which allows you to understand if your pricing strategies are resulting in the desired revenue distribution across price points. 
Evaluate market demand by price point to identify inefficiencies in your rate structure. Use the filters to look at different time 
periods.  
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Historical tab can be used to assess whether strategies are impacting performance as expected. Consider if these strategies are 
working when compared to the future pace trends. Having individual segments broken out allows you to see where you are 
underperforming vs. the comp set, and where you should focus your efforts. Some key ideas to focus on:  
_ What is your overall Brand.com performance? If you underperform vs. the competitive set, do you need a new website? 
Should you invest in video? Do you need to invest in digital marketing in key periods that can be identified by looking at the 
future data?  
_ What percentage of your business is OTA compared to the comp set? Is there an opportunity to drive more to lower cost 
channels? If yes, look at the lead time reports to see how you can adjust your strategy to achieve this.  
_ What is your segment mix? Is there opportunity to lower Retail rates to get more occupancy? Do you need to deep dive into 
Agency360 to get more Negotiated business during need periods?  
 
 

 
 

Appendix – enhanced analysis  

 

Get a high-level look at your performance to quickly identify both areas of high performance and opportunity.  (KPI) Key 
Performance Indicator tiles at the top of the page offer a quick snapshot of your property’s market performance against the 
competitive set, integrated with Index and heat map.   
 

 
*Note – compset ADR & RevPAR are not forward looking  
 
Dynamically adjust your filter settings to toggle between three years of historical data and up to 365 days in the future.  Further, 
‘Data As Of’ filters allow you to travel back in time to evaluate the your data from your selected date.  This type of analysis allow 
you to gain a deeper understanding of whether pricing and inventory strategies were effective over time.    
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Use Segment and Channel Performance drop down filters to drill down on your existing dashboard for continuous iteration of 
your data.  View your competitors pick up vs your own to determine areas of opportunity or ranges to reevaluate strategy, then 
add an Occupancy Index tab to give your insights greater dimension on the fly.   
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Utilizing the ‘Group By’ drop down filters, get as granular as you’d like in segments and channels to easily identify areas of focus 
from a high level.  As you spot areas of interest, drill down by further defining your Metrics filters, date ranges, and stay patterns 
to truly pinpoint causality and confidently build proactive strategies.    

Enrich your analysis with the incorporation of ranking metrics.   Evaluate whether your strategies are working over time as you 
look to gain that edge on your direct competitive set!  

*Note – compset ADR & RevPAR are not forward looking
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Instantly convert your Table View to a Chart View.  This view is interactive with a Metrics Configuration filter to adjust the input 
reflected in your visualization.  An important aside, any filter selections in the chart view will not reset the metrics in your table 
view.    

Group Analysis 

Monitor Group pace vs 2019 by filtering date and segment parameters to benchmark performance over any given period. 
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Further analysis of September Occ, ADR, RevPAR helps us understand if we took on too much group in the short term.   

*Note - Unsold group does not display ADR, monitor group ADR Rank to understand pricing parallels.

Validate your thesis by monitoring competitive set weekly group pick up in comparison to your own. 
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Tell a story with your data 

Take a tactical approach in preparation for a revenue management meeting, build a business case for your strategic thesis, or 

evaluating annual budget allocations by telling a story with your data.  

Recognize trends in the data through table and chart variations to help tell that story with clarity. 




